Neural activity associated with binaural processes for the perceptual segregation of pitch.
We measured late cortical potentials in a psychophysical procedure for binaural unmasking of a dichotically-embedded pitch. Late-latency auditory evoked potentials were measured from 128 recording channels in 13 healthy subjects. Control stimuli consisted of 500 ms segments of broadband acoustic noise presented identically to both ears via earphones, evoking a perception of noise localized in the centre of the head. Dichotic pitch stimuli were created by introducing a dichotic delay to a narrow frequency region of the same noise segments, and resulted in a perception of both the centrally-located noise and a right-lateralized pitch. Both stimuli evoked late auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) characterized by a P1-N1-P2 complex of waves between 60 and 180 ms after stimulus onset. ERPs associated with the control and dichotic pitch stimuli showed no amplitude differences for the P1 and N1 waves. ERPs to dichotic pitch stimuli became significantly more negative beginning at a latency around 150 ms, an effect that was maximal between 210 and 280 ms. Topographic mapping showed that this late negativity was lateralized to the left hemisphere. The late negative wave elicited by the dichotic pitch stimulus reflects neural processing that is dependent upon binaural fusion within the auditory system. The dichotic pitch paradigm may provide a useful tool for the electrophysiological assessment and study of the temporal processing capabilities of the auditory system. This paradigm may also be useful for the study of binaural mechanisms for the perceptual segregation of concurrent sound sources.